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OVERVIEW

AAF-Austin’s Government Relations Committee saw new life and activity under a new board member, who joined
in July 2018. While this committee remained small despite efforts to recruit, it undertook two significant activities
thanks to the support of other AAF-Austin Committees.

A new chair joined Austin-AAF in July 2018, breathing new life into our Government Relations program. Cindy
Brummer, also a relatively new member of Austin-AAF, volunteered to be part of the Government Relations Committee in June 2018 after meeting with immediate past president Carrie Stein about how to become more involved.
Her background in journalism, familiarity with current events and Texas legislative workings, and interest in participating in areas of need led her to volunteer. Soon after, when an opening became available and a VP of Government
Relations was needed, Cindy stepped up to the challenge.

She dove into learning as much about the role in our chapter and district as possible. She connected with several
district and national level AAF government relations chairs, including former Dallas chair Frank Kopec, current State
Liaison Elisa Rhode, as well as Clark Rector. This helped our chapter build a solid understanding of how to leverage
the government relations committee. We prepared for the 2019 Texas Legislative Session by familiarizing ourselves
with the current political scene and realizing that our chapter needed to step up to work with other chapters to raise
awareness about issues that affect advertising and monitor any bills that could be headed for committee.
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS GOALS FOR 2018–2019

		1. Educate AAF members and the greater Austin community about legislation, rules and
		

practices that affect the advertising industry.

		2. Inform and activate AAF Austin members and District 10 AAF groups regarding
		

legislation and policies that affect advertising.

		3. Monitor any state legislation and practices that impact advertising.
		4. Promote advertising’s importance to AAF Members and state and national legislators.
GOAL 1:

EDUCATE AAF MEMBERS AND THE GREATER AUSTIN COMMUNITY ABOUT LEGISLATION,

		

RULES AND PRACTICES THAT AFFECT THE ADVERTISING INDUSTRY.

Target:

Community members, AAF Austin membership

Strategy:

Bring together a group of experts who can speak to policies and legislation that directly affects

		

advertising and marketing practices, specifically GDPR and cyber security.

Summary:

The Government Relations Committee joined forces with Programs to plan and host a breakfast

		

serial event on November 6, 2018. The event, titled “Cyber Security, IP Theft, and GDPR,” was

		

a panel discussion of prominent local Austin experts in law as well as high-level enterprise mar

		

keting systems. The participants were engaged and discussed a variety of topics around legal

		

needs and concerns about cyber security, IP theft and GDPR, and there was extensive talk about

		

how government rules had changed and would continue to change. (1.1, 1.2, 1.3)

Results:

One of the first questions the panel addressed was the applicability of the European Union’s

		

Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which went into effect in May of this year. The

		

answer was a resounding “YES,” the regulation does apply to most US-based marketing agencies,

		

because they reach a broad audience and use global networks like Google and Facebook. So,

		

given the onus is on advertising firms, what are immediate actions that we can take? The panel

		

made two very clear recommendations:

			1. Review all sensitive customer data that your company stores, maintains, and handles,
			

and ensure that you are taking all reasonable precautions to protect that data.

			2. Purchase cyber security liability insurance.
			

The event was well-attended, bringing together professionals from all spectrums of the

			

Austin business and communications community.
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GOAL 2:

INFORM AND ACTIVATE AAF AUSTIN MEMBERS AND DISTRICT 10 AAF GROUPS REGARDING

		

LEGISLATION AND POLICIES THAT AFFECT ADVERTISING.

Target:

AAF Austin members, District 10 AAF members

Strategy:

Compile a database of members and their representatives to activate our network should it be

		

needed to promote or stop legislation affecting advertising.

Summary:

While AAF Austin has an extensive dataset concerning its members, so data had been collected

		

about their connections to representatives at the state and national level. This data is key to

		

activating a grassroots network to leverage the full power of AAF Austin. Government Relations

		

created a Legislative Survey distributed to AAF-Austin’s members via email (2.1) and through

		

austinadfed.com. This survey was sent out in December and will continue to be distributed to 		

		

gather a database of information about the members and their representatives and legislative

		

contacts. The survey (2.2) is located here:

			
			https://www.austinadfed.com/aaf-austin-legislative-contact-survey/

Results:

We continue to promote the survey and collect the data on an ongoing basis. This effort is in its

		

early stages, but we anticipate more and more participation as we continue to promote the survey

		

through our website and in emails to our members. We currently have a database of over XX

		contacts (2.3) and have reached out to XX members as a result of our efforts so far.
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GOAL 3:

MONITOR ANY STATE LEGISLATION AND PRACTICES THAT IMPACT ADVERTISING.

Target:

AAF Austin members, State and national legislators that represent the Austin area.

Strategy:

Leverage Cindy Brummer’s position as AAF Austin Government Relations Chair and former

		

position as an Austin TV news producer to foster greater dialogue with legislators, and continue

		

working with Clark Rector to keep track of any bills or policies that affect advertising on a

		national level.
Summary:

2019 is the alternate year in which the Texas Legislature meets, and in January, when the session

		

kicks off, no threats were indicated. We monitored the Austin Business Journal, Texas Tribune

		

and the web site http://www.capitol.state.tx.us in the lead up to the session start to monitor any

		

upcoming Texas legislation and did not find any bills affecting advertising.

Results:

We continue to monitor media and government channels for legislative issues that could affect

		

our membership and our industry.

GOAL 4:

PROMOTE ADVERTISING’S IMPORTANCE TO AAF MEMBERS, STATE LEGISLATORS AND

		NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Target:

National and state representatives

Strategy:

Reach out to representatives directly to introduce AAF Austin and foster relationships.

Summary:

In January, Cindy Brummer reached out to representatives at the state capital, including State

		

Rep Vikki Goodwin and State Senator Kirk Watson. With the start of the session and federal

		

government shutdown overtaking the news, we understand that we will need to be persistent in

		

continuing to reach out. Additionally, Ms. Brummer registered for AAF’s Day on the Hill, which is

		

scheduled for March 7, 2019 in Washington, D.C. Clark Rector reached out to Ms. Brummer

		

about her registration, and began organizing meetings with the state delegation on that day. Ms.

		

Brummer will have the opportunity to meet with Texas’ representatives in Washington as well as

		

hear from federal agency representatives of interest to AAF, including the FTC.

Results:

Outreach and bridge-building continues, with a highly-anticipated visit to Washington, D.C.

		

scheduled in early March, with a report to follow.
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E XHIBITS

(1.1) GDPR BREAKFAST SERIAL IMAGES (NOVEMBER)
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E XHIBITS

(1.2) BREAKFAST SERIAL BLOG RECAP (NOVEMBER)
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E XHIBITS

(1.3) BREAKFAST SERIAL OUTREACH (FACEBOOK, TWITTER, LINKEDIN, SL ACK)
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Cindy Brummer <cindybrummer@standardbeagle.com>

E XHIBITS

Help us reach your reps!

1 message

Austin Ad Fed <info@austinadfed.com>
Reply-To: Austin Ad Fed <info@austinadfed.com>
To: cindybrummer@standardbeagle.com

Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 2:59 PM

We're here to advocate for you (but we need your help).
The Government Relations arm of the Austin Advertising Federation
advocates for the interests of our members at the local, state, and federal
levels of government. In order to facilitate potential action to support or
oppose legislation that may impact our industry, we are currently compiling
a database of which elected representatives serve our members—and we
need your help!
Why is this important?
While many factors inﬂuence an elected representative’s position on an
issue, legislators are ultimately accountable to their constituents. If those
constituents make their positions known, they can have a tremendous
impact on how a lawmaker will vote. Like anyone else, elected oﬃcials
listen most closely to the people they know and interact with, making your
contact with them tremendously important.
Filling out this survey is the ﬁrst step to building relationships with your
elected oﬃcials.

(2.1) GOVERNMENT REL ATIONS OUTREACH EMAIL
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(2.2 A ) AAF-AUSTIN LEGISL ATIVE CONTACT SURVEY
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(2.2B) AAF-AUSTIN LEGISL ATIVE CONTACT SURVEY
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(2.2C) AAF-AUSTIN LEGISL ATIVE CONTACT SURVEY
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(2.2D) AAF-AUSTIN LEGISL ATIVE CONTACT SURVEY
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